Employing computer vision to extract useful information from images and videos is becoming a key technique in identifying phenotypic changes in plants. Recent advances in image analysis empowered by machine learning-based techniques, including convolutional neural network-based modeling, have expanded their application to object segmentation and classification tasks, which assist highthroughput plant phenotyping. Combinatorial use of multiple sensors to acquire various spectra allow us to noninvasively obtain series of datasets along with developments and physiological responses throughout a plant's life. Automated phenotyping platforms accelerate the elucidation of gene functions that associate with traits in model plants under controlled conditions. Remote sensing techniques with unmanned vehicles and tractors are also emerging for large-scale field phenotyping for crop breeding, as well as precision agriculture. From these perspectives, we review the emerging aspects of computer vision that are rapidly blooming for automated plant phenotyping. If not, please give reasons for any omissions below.
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Background

54
Computer vision that extracts useful information from images and videos is rapidly becoming an 55 essential technique in plant phenomics [1] . Phenomics approaches to plant science aim to identify the 56 relationships between genetic diversities and phenotypic traits in plant species using noninvasive and 57 high-throughput measurements of quantitative parameters that reflect traits and physiological states 58 throughout a plant's life [2] . Recent advances in DNA sequencing technologies have enabled us to 59 rapidly acquire a map of genomic variation at a population scale [3, 4] . Combining high-throughput 60 analytical platforms for DNA sequencing and plant phenotyping has provided opportunities for 61 exploring genetic factors for complex quantitative traits in plants, such as growth, environmental stress 62 tolerance, disease resistance [5] and yield, by mapping genotypes to phenotypes using statistical 63 genetics methods such as quantitative trait locus (QTL) analysis, genome-wide association study 64 (GWAS) [6] . Moreover, a model of the relationship between the genotype-phenotype map of 65 individuals in a breeding population can be used to compute genome-estimated breeding values 66 (GEBVs) to select the best parents for new crosses in genomic selection (GS) in crop breeding [7, 8] . 67
Thus, high-throughput phenotyping aided by computer vision with various sensors and algorithms for 68 imagery analysis will play a crucial role for crop improvement concerning to the scenarios in 69 population demography and climate change [9] . 70
In this context, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), also known as drones, can play an 71 important role for data acquisition thanks to their interesting features. UAVs are pilotless aircrafts that 72 can be launched and steered remotely in an autonomous or a semiautonomous manner, 73 notwithstanding the fact that they can be maneuvered precisely at various speed, orientation and 74 altitude levels, which suits them to various applications. Moreover, they can be deployed much faster, 75 removing thereby the need for a laborious setting in advance. They are less costly to operate (i.e., in 76 terms of manufacturing, maintenance and power consumption alike), and allow acquiring highly 77 qualitative data (e.g., extremely high-resolution imagery) since they can be flown at low attitudes. One 78 of the areas that has been benefiting from UAVs is crop phenotyping thanks to their field-friendly 79
property. In this respect, the review that was carried out in [10] surveys comprehensively the late 80 advances on UAV-oriented crop phenotyping and related sensors. In brief, recalling the lack of 81 convenient methods (i.e., normally manual) in plant phenotyping since they are rather time consuming, 82 laborious, and often costly, the paper provides an up-to-date survey of recent contributions where 83
UAVs have been promoted as a promising alternative to mitigate the earlier gaps. In this respect, 84 several phenotyping UAV platforms are envisioned such blimps, which are characterized by a 85 plausible hovering ability and a load-effective property. However, blimps remain relatively slow in 86 motion and sensitive to windy conditions. Unmanned helicopters, on the other hand, offer the 87 advantage of carrying large and heavy sensors, which enables multitasking operations. However, 88 besides being noisy, they are somewhat costly to run and maintain. Fixed-wing UAV is another 89 platform that is characterized by high velocity and long autonomy, which are essential to carry out 90 field surveying especially when the field surface is quite large. Nevertheless, they remain short of free 91 hover option. Multirotor UAVs are less costly, very flexible and easily customizable. However, one of 92 their main drawbacks refer to the rather short autonomy and limited payload. Despite such 93 shortcomings, multirotor UAVs remain the most commonly used platform. The plant phenotyping 94 endeavor dictates not only what type of UAV platform to be adopted but also what kind of sensors suit 95 the requirements. A wide range of sensors can be encountered in this respect, the basic ones are digital 96 cameras that are typically adopted for quick color and/or texture-based phenotyping operations. 97
Multispectral and hyperspectral sensors can capture richer spectral information about the plants of 98 interest, allowing thus a more in-depth phenotyping. Beyond these latter, thermal infrared sensors offer 99 another complementary and useful information especially when it comes to determining the response 100 of canopy to stress. LIDAR is another form of sensors, which however has not received much attention 101 in crop phenotyping. Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is an imaging sensor that can acquire high 102 resolution images, which is most useful for crop identification, monitoring and yield estimation. While 103 each of the aforementioned sensors may be adopted depending on the phenotyping demands, a 104 combination of two or more sensors thereof is often a valid option. 105
Machine learning (ML), an area of computer science in which algorithm design is improved 106 automatically using experience, which aids typical steps of image analysis: preprocessing, 107 segmentation, feature extraction, and classification [11] . ML accelerates and automates image analysis, 108 which improves throughput when handling labor-intensive sensor data. Algorithms based on deep 109 learning, an emerging subfield of ML, often show more accurate performance compared to traditional 110 approaches to computer vision-based tasks, including plant identification such as PlantCLEF [12] . 111 Moreover, ML-based algorithms often provide deeper insights into discriminative features associated 112 with outputs extracted through their training process, which may enable us to dissect complex traits 113 and determine visual signatures related to traits in plants. These outcomes of ML offer us opportunities 114 for revitalizing methodologies in plant phenomics to improve throughput, accuracy, and resolution 115 (Figure 1) . 116
In this review, we provide an overview of recent advances in computer vision-based 117 approaches to plant phenotyping. Specifically, we highlight recent challenges in computer vision-118 assisted plant phenotyping for organ segmentation and species and physiological state classification, 119 as well as their applications to large-scale phenotyping in genetic studies. We also showcase recently 120 developed tools and resources for image analyses in plant phenotyping. Then, we discuss perspectives 121 and opportunities for computer vision in plant phenomics. 122 123   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63 64
Main text
124
Segmentation of plant organs 125
Segmentation represents a first, important and useful tool for information extraction from image data. 126
The analysis of plant organs is particularly interested in this tool (Table 1) . For instance, in [13] , a 127 method is presented for tracking, on a daily basis, the development of ear and silk in maize. Initially, 128 based on images acquired by means of a commanded mobile camera that is placed at about 30 cm 129 from the ear of interest, the method proceeds by selecting the plant side view that is most adequate for 130 the detection of ear positions. Subsequently, the captured images are segmented, and the stems therein 131 are labelled, and the ear position can be determined by observing changes in width along the stems. 132
Va lidated on 60 maize hybrids, the proposed pipeline scored an accuracy of 86%. Motivated by the 133 fact that counting maize tassels (which is deemed an important step towards keeping up with the 134 growth of maize plants) is still carried out manually, this paper puts forth a computer vision pipeline 135 to address the counting problem. First, a novel Maize Tassels Counting (MTC) dataset was created 136 and manually annotated from 361 field images across China within 2010-2015. Second, a deep 137 convolutional neural network is applied on the MTC dataset, and turned out to achieve plausible results 138 with respect to relevant state-of-the-art, with an absolute error of 6.6 and a mean squared error of 9.6 139 [14] . Yield estimation is one of the critical aspects in agriculture. In this context, traditional manual 140 crop counting remains rather limited especially when it comes to very large orchards, besides the fact 141 that it is costly and time-consuming. This paper suggests a deep convolutional neural network (based 142 and expanded their applications to myriad areas, including computer vision [19] [20] [21] . Specifically, the 163 effectiveness of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) has attracted notice from researchers; the 164 significant advantages of CNNs can be attributed not only to their highly accurate recognition abilities, 165 but also to their automation of the processes of learning discriminative features. Thus, CNNs no longer 166 follow explicit feature extraction steps, unlike handcrafted feature-based algorithms. Depending on 167 tasks, however, handcrafted feature-based approaches can achieve more precise outcomes and are 168 often more efficient in their computational costs than CNNs. Because Wäldchen and Mäder (2017) 169 have thoroughly summarized the literature related to computer vision-based species identification 170 approaches published before 2016 [22], we mainly focus on studies published since then (Table 2) . 171
In a handcrafted feature-based approach, Wilf et al. [23] attempted to classify leaf images into 172 labels of major groups (such as families and orders) in the taxonomic category. They used Scale-173 invariant feature transform (SIFT) and a sparse coding approach to extract the discriminative features 174 of leaf shapes and venation patterns, followed by a multiclass support vector machine (SVM) classifier 175 for grouping. A sparse representation was also used by Zhang et al. [24] as part of their process for 176 classifying plant species from RGB color leaf images, in which they used basis vectors prechosen by 177
Euclidian distances between a test sample and its nearest training samples. This selection step aimed 178 to reduce the computational cost of the sparse coding, and the authors demonstrated its superiority in 179   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 identification on leaf image datasets. As a case study, a Turkish research group investigated the 180 capability of computer vision algorithms in classifying wheat grains into bread wheat and durum wheat 181 based on grain images captured by high-resolution cameras [25, 26] . They used two types of neural 182 networks: a multilayer perceptron (MLP) with a single hidden layer and an adaptive neuro-fuzzy 183 inference system (ANFIS). They selected seven discriminative grain features, incorporating aspects 184 of shape, color, and texture, and achieved greater than 99% accuracy on the grain classification task. 185
Another group examined two taxonomic classification tasks: the Malva alliance taxa and genus Cistus 186 taxa [27, 28] . They acquired digital images of seeds using a flatbed scanner and extracted 187 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 dominant and most native species occur less frequently. Despite this challenge, they demonstrated that 198 the ML-based analytical approaches using SVMs and random forests (RFs) can achieve reasonable 199 tree species identification based on airborne-sensor images. 200
In the last few years, many CNN-based approaches have been developed for the taxonomic 201 classification of plants [31, 32] 3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 transfer learning (i.e., the reuse and fine-tuning of pretrained networks for other tasks) is a promising 216 technique for mitigating these costs [35] [36] [37] . Ghazi et al. [35] fine-tuned the three deep neural networks 217 that performed well in the ImageNet Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC)-AlexNet, 218
GoogLeNet, and VGGNet-for a large classification dataset of 1000 species from PlantCLEF2015, 219 aiming to construct a neural network model for taxonomic classification. In this study, the authors 220 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 in image acquisition (perspective, illumination, and background) and preprocessing steps 234 (nonprocessed, cropped, and segmented), as well as manual efforts in these steps, and reported that 235 images taken from top-side of leaves were most effective in processing of nondestructive leaf images. 236
Interestingly in this study, the authors recorded leaf images using a smartphone, the iPhone 6, in 237 diverse situations, including natural background conditions, followed by feature extraction with the 238 pretrained ResNet-50 CNN and classification with a SVM. 239 240
Classification of plant physiological states 241
Computer vision-based image classification has been expanding its application to describing the 242 developmental stages, physiological states, and quality of plants. Autonomous phenotyping systems 243 equipped with multiple sensors for data acquisition enable us to collect information associated with 244 internal and surface changes in plants [42] [43] [44] . Through explorations of the relations between 245 multidimensional spectral signatures and the physiological properties of plants, we may be able to 246 identify novel spectral markers that can reflect various plant physiological states [42, [45] [46] [47] . Moreover, 247 noninvasive data acquisition enables us to continuously monitor phenotypic changes over time in plant 248 life courses [48] . Therefore, computer vision-based plant phenotyping provides opportunities to 249 identify early and fine changes in plant growth, assisting crop diagnostics in precision agriculture. 250 ML-based and statistical algorithms have been used to extract structural features from plant 251 images for tasks such as tissue segmentation, growth stage classification, and of quality evaluation in 252   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 caused by Plasmopara viticola in grapevine plants [57] . Recent deep learning-based techniques have 271 innovated throughput and accuracy in detecting disease symptoms in plants. Mohanty et al. [58] 272 demonstrated the feasibility of using a deep CNN to detect 26 diseases in 14 crop species, by fine -273 tuning popular pretrained deep CNN architectures such as AlexNet [59] and GoogLeNet [60] with 274 a publicly available 54,306-image dataset of diseased and healthy plants from PlantVillage. 275 Transfer learning was also used to train CNN models for detecting of disease symptoms in crops 276 such as olive [61] . 277 278
Computer-vision assisted gene discovery 279
Modern techniques in computer vision can aid digital quantification of various morphological and 280 physiological parameters in plants, and are expected to improve the throughput and accuracy of plant 281 phenotyping for population-scale analyses [62, 63] . Combined with recently advances in high-282 throughput DNA sequencing, the automated acquisition of plant phenotypic data followed by 283 computer vision-based extraction of phenotypic features provides opportunities for genome-scale 284 exploration of useful genes and modeling of the molecular networks underlying complex traits related 285 to plant productivity such as growth, stress tolerance, disease resistance, and yield [9, 48, [64] [65] [66] . 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 water conditions and revealed genetic loci affecting stomatal conductance through a genome-wide 308 association study using the phenomic dataset [73] . A study using multiple sensors, such as 309 hyperspectral, fluorescence, and thermal infrared sensors, demonstrated a time course heritability of 310 traits found in a set of 32 maize inbred lines in greenhouse conditions [74] . These examples represent 311 that noninvasive phenotyping, unlike destructive measurement, enables us to characterize growth 312 trajectories to identify phenotypic differences in development and phenological responses over time 313 that may influence eventual traits such as biomass and yield [75] . 314
For phenotyping crops under field conditions, the combinatorial use of multiple sensors and 315 techniques for image analysis has proven to be efficient for comprehensively identifying genetic and 316 environmental factors related to phenotypic traits. With a dataset of 14 photosynthetic parameters and 317 four morphological traits in a diverse rice population grown under different environments, a stepwise 318 feature-selection approach based on linear regression models assisted in identifying physiological 319 parameters related to the variance of biomass accumulation in rice [76] . In a study of poplar trees, 320 unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-based thermal imaging of a full-sib F2 population across water 321 conditions showed the potential of UAV-based imaging for field phenotyping in tree genetic 322 improvements [77] . In a genetic study of iron deficiency chlorosis using an association panel of 323 soybeans, supervised machine leaning-based image classification allowed to identify genetic loci 324 harboring a gene involved in iron acquisition, suggesting that computer vision-based plant 325   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 phenotyping provides a promising framework for genomic prediction in crops [78] . In sorghum, 326 UAV-based remote sensing was used to measure plant height for genomic prediction modeling, 327 demonstrating that UAV-based phenotyping with multiple sensors is efficient for generating datasets 328 for genomic prediction modeling [79] . 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 well as the rate of their greenness. Furthermore, height feature can be exploited to estimate seeding 345 growth for needle-leaved plant species, whilst the greenness can be used for broad-leaved plant 346
species. An interesting analysis of vegetation-specific crop indices acquired by a multispectral 347 camera mounted on an unmanned aerial vehicle surveyed over a pilot trial of 30 plots is conducted 348 in [83] . The adopted indices were exploited to estimate canopy cover and leaf area index. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 canopy temperature and vegetation index (NDVI), were availed to find out the most suitable 363 approaches for large scale crop genetic crop improvement. Thus, findings suggest that UAV-364 oriented methodologies are encouraged for high-throughput phenotyping. In [85] , a portable 365 imaging system is described for root counting in soil cores in real time in the field. With respect to 366 the correlation scored by a human operator (i.e., 0.57) with the root length density of the soil, that 367 of the proposed system achieved 0.68. Furthermore, the automated system can cover more cores. 368
It was 16% more labor efficient, 19% more efficient, and 12% cheaper, which paves the way for 369 potential on-field phenotyping options. 370
Plant phenotyping frameworks incorporate sensors with mobility systems, such as tray conveyors 371
[86], vehicles [87] , or motorized gantries [88, 89] , to continuously capture growth and physiology 372 data from plants. An automated plant phenotyping system, called the plant high-throughput 373 investigator (PHI) allowed noninvasive tracking of plant growth under controlled conditions using its 374 imaging station with various camera-based imaging units [90] . The computational pipeline for single 375 leaf-based analysis with PHI was used to monitor leaf senescence and its progression in Arabidopsis. 376 A high-throughput hyperspectral imaging system (HHIS) was designed for indoor phenotyping of rice 377 plants [91] and was applied to quantifying agronomic traits based on hyperspectral signatures in a 378 global rice collection of 529 accessions [91] . PhenoTrac 4, a mobile platform for phenotyping under 379 field conditions that is equipped with multiple passive and active sensors, was used to perform canopy- 380   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 scale phenotyping of barley and wheat [92] . Another mobile platform, the Phenomobile system 381 equipped with multiple sensors [93] has been investigated for its potential in field-phenotyping 382 applications to examine agronomically important traits such as stay-green [94] . 383
Public datasets from various frameworks will provide a playground for developing analytical 384 methods in computer vision-based plant phenotyping. A comprehensive phenome dataset has been 385 available in Arabidopsis, which will be useful as a reference image-set of growth and development in 386 the model plant species when assessing methods in computer vision-based plant phenotyping [95] . 387
Moreover, the importance of integrating traits, phenotypes, and gene functions based on ontologies 388 has increased dramatically; the Plant Ontology, Plant Trait Ontology and the Plant Experimental 389
Conditions Ontology, and the Gene Ontology can facilitate semantic integration of data and corpuses 390 rapidly generated from plant genomics and phenomics [96] . 391 Several software tools have been developed to aid steps of image analysis in plant 392 phenotyping. Table 3 shows summary of software tools recently developed for plant phenotyping by 393 image processing. Image Harvest supports morphological phenotyping of plants based on its functions 394 for image acquisition, image correction, and plant growth assessment, which uses can be applied to 395
Open Science Grid to process large number of big plant images for morophological phenotyping [97] . 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 PhenoCurve [100] is a curve fitting algorism that runs on MATLAB, which was applied to identify 399 photosynthesis hysteresis pattern in plants. PRIMAL 
Conclusions and perspectives
406
In recent years, computer vision-based plant phenotyping has rapidly grown as a multidisciplinary 407 area that integrates knowledge from plant science, ML, spectral sensing, and mechanical engineering. 408
With large-scale plant image datasets and successful CNN-based algorithms, the tools available for 409 computer vision-based plant phenotyping have advanced remarkably in plant recognition and 410 taxonomic classification. Repositories for pretrained models for plant identification play significant 411 roles in rapidly implementing models for new phenotyping frameworks through fine-tuning; moreover, 412 they aid the further improvement of recognition accuracy in more challenging tasks, such as multilabel 413 segmentation of multiple organs and species under natural environments. These efforts to improve 414 accuracy, throughput, and computational costs for automated plant identification will provide the 415 analytical basis for computer vision-based plant phenotyping beyond the capacity of human vison-416 based observation. 417   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 Computer vision-based plant phenotyping has already played important roles in monitoring 418 the physiological states of plants for agricultural applications, such as disease symptoms and grain 419 quality. Meta-analysis of the spectral signatures of crops associated with growth stage, 420 physiological states, and environmental conditions will provide useful clues for preventive 421 intervention in farming. Moreover, spectral signatures observed during earlier growth stages of 422 crops, which are associated with eventual agronomic traits such as yield and quality, will be 423 beneficial phenotypes for dissecting the interactions between genetic and environmental factors 424 and for increasing genetic gain in crop breeding. 425
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